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Abstract—An improved double ridged horn antenna (DRHA) is
proposed in this paper.
By adding the dielectric lens at the
aperture of the horn, radiation pattern distortion arising in the high
frequency band of conventional DRHA is improved, which leads to
higher radiation gain. Meanwhile, ridge slot loading contributes to
better impedance matching characteristic, broadening the impedance
bandwidth efficiently.
The improved antenna is fabricated and
measured, with the measured results consist with the simulation
perfectly, which proved the viability of the improvement.
1. INTRODUCTION
Horn antennas are widely used in various fields, such as Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) testing, standard gain testing, satellite
tracking systems, launching feeds, radars, etc. [1–3]. The reason for
choosing horn antennas in these applications is based on its unique
characteristics: easy feeding, relatively simple construction, high gain
and excellent peak power handling capability [4–8]. However, due
to the development of wideband testing systems, applications of conventional horn antennas become more and more limited. Acting like
band-pass filters, horn antennas have limited bandwidth, so methods
for broadening antennas’ widest working frequency band are in urgent
need. Ridged waveguides came to use in the 1960s [9, 10]. Capacitive
effects caused by ridges in waveguides or horns help lower the cutoff
frequency of the dominant mode (TE10 ) and broaden the single-mode
bandwidth. Radiation pattern distortion arises in the high frequency
band in conventional ridged horn antennas, caused by greater phase
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error at the antenna aperture when the frequency gets higher. To overcome the problem, according to [10–13] dielectric lens loading is introduced in this paper to reduce the phase error at the aperture, which
helps improve antennas’ radiation patterns in the high frequency band
and increase radiation gain in the whole frequency band; meanwhile, a
novel ridge structure with slot loading on ridges is adopted in this paper and the simulated and measured results show that the impedance
matching characteristic of the antenna in the lower frequency band is
improved greatly due to the addition of the slot loading.
DRGH design is divided into 4 parts: characteristic impedance
calculation of ridged waveguides by transverse resonant method
combined with the calculation method in [14–16], the design of the
reflection cavitydesign of the ridged structure extending form the
waveguide port to the horn apertureand structure optimization which
includes analysis of phase error distribution at the antenna aperture,
design of dielectric lens according to the structure, analysis of ridged
waveguide and design of slot loading on ridges for lowering the cutoff
frequency of the dominant mode (TE10 ). Fig. 1 shows the conventional
ridged horn antenna structure.
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Figure 1. Side view of the antenna model.
2. ANTENNA GEOMETRY AND DESIGN
2.1. Feeding Ridged Waveguide Analysis
Double ridges in the rectangular waveguides can be approximated
as capacitive susceptances according to transverse resonant method.
Fig. 2 shows the cross sectional view of a ridged waveguide and
equivalent lumped-constant circuit of a ridged waveguide.
According to formuals (1) and (2) adopted from [14], the plate
capacitance per unit length of RWG (ridged waveguide) convex part
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Figure 2. Waveguide section of the DRGH. (a) Cross sectional view
of a ridged waveguide. (b) Equivalent lumped-constant circuit for a
ridged waveguide.
and discontinuity capacitance per unit length Cd can be calculated.
The total capacitance per unit length of the ridged waveguide C (F/m)
is obtained as follow:
C = Cp + 2Cd

(1)

The total inductance per unit length L (H/m):
1 µ (a1 − a2 ) b1
(2)
2
2
When λc refers to the cutoff wavelength of the dominant mode
(TE10 ) in rectangular waveguides, i.e., λc = 2a1 , the cutoff wavelength
ratio in waveguides with and without ridges is:
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According to formula (6) in [14], the cutoff frequency of
rectangular ridged waveguides is:
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The characteristic impedance of the dominant mode (TE10 ) can
be calculated as follow when the frequency is infinite:
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Characteristic impedance corresponding to finite frequency f can
be calculated as:
Áq
¡ ± ¢2
Z0 = Z0∞
1 − fc0 f
(6)
λ0c /λc of the dominant mode can be calculated according to the
known values of b1 /a1 , b2 /b1 , a2 /a1 and formula (3). Then the
characteristic impedance of ridged waveguides at infinite frequency can
be calculated according to formula (5). The corresponding dimensions
of the ridged waveguide are: a1 = 27 mm, 2b1 = 19 mm, a2 = 3.5 mm,
2b2 = 0.5 mm. The cutoff wavelength and characteristic impedance
changing curves with frequency is plotted in Fig. 3, where b1 /a1 = 0.35.
So we can get that fc = 1.58 GHz and Z0∞ = 43 Ω according to
formula (1)–(6).

Figure 3. Characteristic impedance and cutoff wavelength of ridge
wave guide (b1 /a1 = 0.35).
2.2. Design of Cavity Section
Figure 4 shows the configuration of the reflection cavity. After
simulating models with different h and d, the optimized structure
dimensions are achieved. As shown in Fig. 5, the optimized impedance
matching is achieved when d equals to 10 mm and h equals to 2 mm.
On the condition that S11 is less than −7.5 dB, the working frequency
band ranges from 2 GHz to 40 GHz.
2.3. Design of the Ridge Loaded Flared Section
The aperture dimension of the horn is 50 mm × 50 mm, and the TEM
section axial length L = 70 mm. The changing height of the ridges
is consistent with the changing characteristic impedance from the
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Figure 4. The structure of the reflection cavity. (a) Front view.
(b) Sectional view
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Figure 5. Return loss plotted versus frequency with different d and
h.
rectangular ridged waveguide to the free space (377 Ω). The changing
curve of the ridge is given in formula (7) and (8).
s
y (z) = × expβz (0 ≤ z ≤ L)
(7)
2
with
1 ³ yap ´
β = ln
(8)
L
s
where the horn aperture distance yap = 50 mm and the gap between
the ridges in the feeding waveguide s is equal to 0.5 mm.
To improve the antenna’s impedance characteristic in the lower
frequency band further, slot loading on the ridges is adopted which
can change the current distribution on the ridges leading to different
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equivalent capacitance. Fig. 6 shows the structure of slot loading where
L = 70 mm, L1 = 57 mm, L2 = 16 mm, W = 50 mm, W 1 = 1.5 mm,
W 2 = 15.3 mm, yap = 50 mm. The influence of the position of the
starting point on S11 is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows S11 comparison
between antennas with and without slot loading. The novel antenna
improves the impedance matching greatly in the frequency band of
2 GHz–7 GHz. The working frequency band ranges from 2 GHz to
40 GHz when S11 is less than −10 dB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Slot loading ridged horn.
(b) Cross-section drawn.

Figure 7. Simulated S11 versus
frequency for various starting
points.

(a) Antenna phototype.

Figure 8.
versus.

Comparison of S11

2.4. The Design of the Lens
According to the analysis in [17], single-face lens can be utilized
to decrease the phase error at the aperture regarding the antenna
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proposed in this paper and increase the radiation gain. According
to Fermat principle which states that the phase error can be decreased
when the traveling distances of light from the feed to the aperture are
equivalent in all directions, the lens curve can be calculated as follow:
p
y = (n2 − 1) z 2 + 2 (n − 1) (L − d) z (0 ≤ z ≤ d)
(9)
√
where n refers to the reflection coefficient of the lens, and n = εr .
Teflon with the dielectric constant of 2.2 (tan δ = 0.0002) is used in this
antenna. d refers to the maximal thickness of the lens, which equals
to 8.7 mm here. Fig. 9 shows the double-ridged horn antenna loaded
with lens.

Figure 9. Double-ridged horn antenna loaded with lens.
3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR), radiation patterns and gain of
the designed antenna are simulated by CST MICROWAVE STUDIO
in this chapter; then the antenna is fabricated and measured. Fig. 10
shows the phototype of the antenna fabricated which is to be measured
then. The measured results coincide with the simulation well, which
proved the rationality of the design.
Figure 11 shows that VSWR of the antenna is less 2 from 2 GHz
to 40 GHz, which indicates that the measurement coincides with the
simulation well except for the small difference in the high frequency
band caused by fabrication error and the effect from SMA connector
when the frequency is high.
Figure 12 shown that the phase error between the aperture
center and the edges decreases greatly, leading to more uniform phase
distribution, which lowers the sidelobe level of the radiation pattern
and enhance the gain.
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Figure 10. Antenna phototype.

(a)

Figure 11.
Simulated and
measured VSWR of the antenna.

(b)

Figure 12.
Electrical field phase distribution along y-axis.
(a) 25 GHz. (b) 28 GHz.
Simulated and measured results of antenna gain are shown in
Fig. 13, where the red curve indicates the gain of DRHA without
dielectric lens loading. The gain in the main direction decreases
in the frequency band of 25 GHz–30 GHz obviously, which is caused
by radiation pattern distortion due to great phase error across the
aperture of the antenna when the frequency gets higher. Dielectric
lens loading can help decrease the error and enhance the gain.
It shows that gain decreases greatly at 28 GHz without lens loading
in Fig. 13. 3D radiation pattern comparison between antennas with
and without lens loading at the frequency of 28 GHz is shown in Fig. 14.
Serious radiation pattern distortion arises in the antenna without the
dielectric lens loading, leading to decreased gain in the main radiation
direction; dielectric lens loading contributes greatly to stable radiation
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Figure 13. Simulated and measured results of antenna gain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Radiation patterns at 20 GHz. (a) Without lens loading.
(b) Loaded with lens.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

E-plane

H-plane

(e)
Figure 15. E-plane and H-plane radiations pattern of the antennas
at (a) 2 GHz, (b) 10 GHz, (c) 20 GHz, (d) 30 GHz, (e) 40 GHz.
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patterns along with higher gain, which proves the rationality of the
design further.
Simulated and measured E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns
of the ridged antenna with dielectric lens and slot loading are shown
in Fig. 15, at the frequencies of 2 GHz, 10 GHz, 20 GHz, 30 GHz and
40 GHz respectively. It’s shown that the simulation coincides with the
measurement well, where 3 dB beamwidths are 15◦ –100◦ and 10◦ –80◦
in the H plane and E plane respectively.
4. CONCLUSION
A novel ridged horn ultra-wideband antenna is proposed in this
paper. Impedance and radiation characteristics are improved greatly
by introducing dielectric lens and slots on the ridges compared to
conventional ridged horn antennas. The designed antenna is fabricated
and measured, with the measured results consist with the simulation
well. The working bandwidth of the antenna is from 2 GHz to 40 GHz
when VSWR is less than 2. Gain changes from 5 dB to 20 dB in the
whole frequency band, which proves the rationality of the theoretical
analysis and simulation.
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